MARK YOUR CALENDARS!!!

1. **APPD SPRING MEETING**: March 20-23, 2018; Atlanta Marriott Marquis

   Click here for preliminary meeting program:
   [https://www.appd.org/meetings/APPD2018SpringSchedule.pdf](https://www.appd.org/meetings/APPD2018SpringSchedule.pdf)

2. **FORUM FOR FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM DIRECTORS AT PAS**:
   May 4, 2018; Toronto (registration opening soon!)

What are Fellowship Program Directors Reading?

1. **The APPD e-Bulletin**

2. The ACGME recently conducted a thematic analysis of milestones from dozens of specialties. Their findings delineate both areas of thematic overlap and areas of significant differences, indicating standards for assessment may vary quite a bit by specialty. Read the full article here:

3. The Subspecialty Pediatrics Investigator Network (SPIN) published a paper detailing how the network was created. Check it out!
SPRING APPD MEETING COMING SOON

If you have not yet done so, it is time to register for the APPD Spring Meeting which will be held March 20-23 at the Atlanta Marriott Marquis in Atlanta, GA. This meeting will be packed with high-impact learning opportunities for fellowship program directors. Below please see a short (not exhaustive) list of just some of the offerings for FPDs! See you in Atlanta!

1. Building Bridges: Developing a Core Curriculum for Pediatric Subspecialty Fellowships
2. Using Fellow Well-Being Programs to Create Institutional Climate Change
3. Calling the Consultant! The Educational Opportunity of the Subspecialty Consultation
4. Developing Emotional Intelligence in your Trainees
6. Collaboration with GME Mental Health Providers

LOOKING AHEAD FOR 2018!!

HANDBOOK FOR FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM DIRECTORS!!

Several experienced fellowship program directors are collaborating to write a new electronic handbook for our community. The handbook will outline best practices in fellowship education and will provide links to important resources.

Email the Fellowship Executive Committee members anytime!

pnina.weiss@yale.edu      jennifer_kesselheim@dfci.harvard.edu
kathleen.mcgann@duke.edu  katherine.mason@lifespan.org
cbarron1@lifespan.org      amyers@cmh.edu

ACGME has posted proposed revision to their Common Program Requirements and have a version dedicated to subspecialty fellowship training. We encourage all Fellowship educators to take a look and consider submitting comments before their March 22 deadline.

http://www.acgme.org/What-We-Do/Accreditation/Common-Program-Requirements/In-Revision